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History of the
Neatly turned out, Mrs. Jones was amazed at the energetic Mrs. Amos, Mrs. G. N. Dager, Mrs. J. B. and the energetic Mrs. Dick who were still active in the club. Mrs. P. Ames, Mrs. C. N. Dager, Mrs. J. B. were 35 charter members and re-elected as the women's club. The idea came from a woman's interest group who organized and formed a sewing circle they would like to all join. The sewing circle that expanded rather than spread the idea, rather than spread the idea to the numerous women in the neighborhood. Suddenly the discussion focused upon the question of the day, just as Alexandria County and the City of Alexandria between the counties. In order to avoid confusion, taxi drivers were changed to the City of Alexandria, since the City of Alexandria had been a military installation housing from Port Royal and the Alexandria Horse Necessities, the hand-made white needles, the handsome white needles, the hand-crafted white...
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When Roy Lee was president in 1937, he realized that the church was struggling financially. Money was scarce and there were many years when only a few members were present at the church services. However, the women made sure that the churchhouse was well taken care of.

Through the years, women were crucial in preparing meals and purchasing household items. The women worked hard to keep the churchhouse clean and organized.

The kitchen was a joy with complete equipment and a large stove. Despite the challenges, the women were able to purchase a complete set of equipment.

In the early years, a small kitchen was used to prepare meals. The women were responsible for the kitchen and had to purchase whatever they needed. However, the women were resourceful and managed to keep the kitchen well-cared for.

In the early years, there were no paid positions, but the women took care of the churchhouse and Sunday school. They were responsible for preparing meals and maintaining the churchhouse. The women worked hard to ensure that the churchhouse was well-kept.

The women were also responsible for preparing meals for special events. They worked hard to ensure that the meals were delicious and well-prepared. The women were proud of their cooking skills and were always eager to prepare meals for the church.

In summary, the women were crucial in keeping the churchhouse well-organized and maintained. They worked hard to ensure that the churchhouse was clean and that the meals were delicious. The women were proud of their cooking skills and were always eager to prepare meals for the church.
for the retarded, art exhibits, etc. At the conclusion of the evening children’s program, a dance was held for the children and their families. There were also refreshments served and games played. The club was able to raise funds for the community center.

During the war, the club continued to sponsor various activities, including the annual Christmas party for children of the community. The club’s efforts were recognized by the mayor, who presented them with a certificate of appreciation.

The club continued to grow in popularity, attracting members from all walks of life. The club’s motto was “Service to Others,” and its members were dedicated to making a positive impact on the community. The club was active in fund-raising events, such as the annual Christmas bazaar, which helped to raise money for community projects.

During this time, the club was also involved in community service projects, such as the建设 of a playground for the local children. The club’s leadership was committed to making sure that all members had the opportunity to participate in these activities, regardless of their background or circumstances.
School, October 1975

Dear Mr. and Mrs. C. Whetsell,

I write this letter to thank you for the beautiful tribute you and your husband, Robert, presented to us at the 9th Grade Let Prize Tournament.

I wish to express our appreciation for the $5.00 check and the $2.50 in prize money. The Prizes were donated by the Junior High School.

7th Grade Let Prize Tournament

The money was split 1/4th to each winner.

We hope you enjoyed the day as much as we did and wish to extend our thanks once again for your hospitality.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
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On display at the clubhouse, scrapbooks are kept containing certificates and various items. The letter reads:

"Scrapbook, the song..."

Following the letter is a picture of a woman holding a certificate.

---

On January 15, 1976 the Northern..."
DOROTHY ABBOTT
BERTHA HENDERSON
MAUDE HAMMELER
ALICE CRAMBE

Committee for Complimentary History

Chairman: VIRGINIA WHIT AcELD

President, 1927-77

DOROTHY ABBOTT

Chairman of the ladies that came before us, we hope that the Women's Club
without the support of all the

women this history could not have been written.